Attribution Examples

Attributing Material Owned by TAFE

© The State of Queensland (Department of Education and Training) 2018
© Canberra Institute of Technology 2017

© NSW Technical and Further Education Commission
(TAFE NSW - Sydney Institute 2014)

Attributing Material Used with Permission from Copyright Owner

Reproduced by NSW Technical and Further Education Commission with the permission of Planet Publishing Pty Ltd
Attributing Material Licensed under Creative Commons

![Image](http://www.flickr.com/photos/44124425616@N01/1552383685)

*Eid Mubarak* by Hamed Saber available at [http://www.flickr.com/photos/44124425616@N01/1552383685](http://www.flickr.com/photos/44124425616@N01/1552383685)

Attributing Material Copied Under Section 113P (from a print publication)

Attributing Material Copied Under Section 113P (from the Internet)


For further information, contact NCU or your local copyright manager.